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DECEMBER 4-8

THIS WINTER MAKE PLANS TO JOIN WAYNE BRYAN & NANCY REEVES
FOR OUR ANNUAL TRIP TO VISIT NEW YORK CITY! PLANNED SHOWS ARE:

Moulin Rouge: The Al Hirschfeld Theatre has been spectacularly transformed to accommodate the
lavish new musical Moulin Rouge, based on the 2001 musical film about a group of freewheeling
Bohemians. The New York Times has called it "shameless and extravagantly entertaining." Three
stellar alumni of MTWichita –Max Clayton, Kevyn Morrow, and Benjamin Rivera, are featured.

Ain't Too Proud: The soundtrack of the 1960s and 70s was filled with the music of The Temptations, and
this vibrant bio-musical traces the colorful history of the incredible musicians who sang with the group
throughout its history. From the creators of Jersey Boys, this Motown-infused show tells a fascinating
story and is thrillingly performed.
Tootsie: Dustin Hoffman's triumphant performance in the 1982 film is more than matched by the comic
invention and impressive singing of Santino Fontana, now filling the high-heeled shoes of Michael
Dorsey, the out of work actor who only finds success when pretending to be a strong-willed actress
named Dorothy Michaels. With the setting transformed from a television soap opera into the world of
Broadway musicals, the sassy score and hilarious dialogue makes this one of the most delightful shows
in many seasons. MTWichita alumni include popular guest star Paula Leggett Chase and Wichita native
Shina Ann Morris (our first Jester Awards winner to appear on Broadway).

The trip is $3250 (based on double occupancy) & includes:
Three great shows • Roundtrip airfare on Southwest Airlines
4 nights at the luxurious Millennium Broadway Hotel in the heart of Times Square
Breakfasts, dinners & brunch • Tour guide Jim Dykes • All taxes & gratuities included
$500 deposit required to hold the reservation; balance is due October 1, 2019
Questions go to Nancy (nancy@mtwichita.org; 316.265.3253)

